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8. A defined sketch is the one in which all entities and their positions are described
by the relations or dimensions, or both.

9. The dimensions or relations are not able to determine the position of one or
more sketched entities.

10. The option is displayed in the Defined In column when the entity is defined
as placed in the same sketch.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
Answer the following questions.

1. You can invoke the DisplaylDelete Relations PropertyManager using the DisplaylDelete
Relations button from CommandManager.

2. The linear diameter dimensions are applied to the sketches of features.

3. You can modifY the dimension to display minimum or maximum distance between two
circles using the dialog box.

4. The sketch geometry is constrained by too many dimensions and/or relations.
Therefore, you have to delete the extra and conflicting relations or dimensions.

5. The relation forces two selected lines, arcs, points, or ellipses to remain
equidistant from a centerline.

6. In SolidWorks, by default, the dimensioning between two ares, two circles, or between an are
and a circle is Jone from

(a) Center point to center point

(c) Depends on the pointwhereyou select
(b) Center point to tangent
(d) None

7. Which relation forces the selected arc to share the same center point with another arc or a
point?

(a) Coneentrie

(c) Merge points

(b) Coradial
(d)Equal

8. Which type of dimensions change the color of the entities to red?

(a) Underdefined
(c) Dangling

(b) Overdefined
(d) None
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9. Which dialog box is displayed when you modifY a dimension?

(a) Modify Dimensional Value
(c) Modify

(b) Insert a value
(d) None

10. Which dialog box is displayed when you add an extra dimension to a sketch or add an extra
relation that overdefines the sketch?

(a) Over defining
(c) Make Dimension Driven?

(b) Delete relation
(e) Add Geometric Relations

EXERCISES

Create the sketch of the model shown in Figure 3-72. Apply the required relations and
dimensions to it and fully define it. The sketch is shown in Figure 3-73. The solid model is
given only for reference. (Expeeted time: 30 min)
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Figure3-72 Solid modelfor Exercise 1 Figure 3-73 Sketch for Exercise 1

Create the sketch of the model shown in Figure 3-74. Apply the required relations and dimensions
to it and fully define it. The sketch is shown in Figure 3-75. The solid model is given only for
reference. (Expeeted time: 30 min)




